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LITURGICAL IMAGERY IN THE POETRY
OF

FRANCIS THOMPSON

Almost Invariably the critics who attempt to
evaluate the work of Francis Thompson mention his 
utilization of the liturgy of the Catholic Church, but 
each critic attaches a different degree of importance 
to Thompson’s use of the liturgy» These degrees range 
all the way from generalized statements that Thompson’s 
poetry contains liturgical imagery to the vigorous 
statement of John Thomson that Francis Thompson’s poetry 
has more liturgical images than does that of any other 
author»1 It would be impossible, of course, to prove 
the last statement without performing the almost 
impossible task of making a thorough study of a great 
many English poets» Nevertheless, the mere fact that 
such a statement was made would seem to indicate that 
there were many obvious liturgical images In Thompson’s 
work»

liturgy, critics will most often examine Thompson’s 
correlation of the cycle of the natural year with the

When commenting on Thompson’s application of the

1John Thomson, Born Poet» (St. Louis:
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four seasons and with the liturgical year, which features
the four divisions of Advent, Christmas, Lent, and

oPentecost* Probably most critics notice this immediately 
because it can be seen easily by an overall view of 
Thompson's work without a minute study of the details of 
his poetry*

Certainly Thompson has made it clear that love of 
Cod is not antagonistic to love of nature* However, the 
belief that the love of Cod, or at least the manifesta
tion of that love In a formal rite, was somehow at odds 
with a respect for the wonder and beauty of nature, had 
been advanced early in the nineteenth century and was, by 
the time of Thompson, readily accepted by the majority of 
English literary figures of note* One of the outstanding
characteristics of the period was the tendency to substl-

3tute nature for Cod* This tendency might easily have 
stemmed from the poetry of William Wordsworth and Percy 
Shelley, poetry that was highly esteemed by the Victo
rians* Yet the break between nature and God began even * 3

oElizabeth Pullen, "Francis Thompson," Catholic 
World, CXXVII (April, 1928), 44*

3Joseph Warren Beach, The Concept of Nature in Nineteenth Century English Poetry (Hew York; The 
Macmillan Co*, 1936), p • 6*
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earlier than the Romantic Age, The Puritans, in their
attempt to destroy all popish images, had forced the

4artist to turn away from religious symbols. The work 
of the greatest Puritan poet, John Milton, had been 
consistently lacking in symbolism. Although later poets 
revolted from the strict rigor of the Puritan religion, 
they did not re-instate the more ancient ideas but push
ed into the field of philosophic naturalism, glorifying 
nature at the expense of God, Even poets like Tennyson 
and Browning, who definitely had a belief in the ex
istence of God, tended to emphasize nature. The whole 
Victorian outlook, which was actually highly Puritan in 
nature, applauded the split and helped to perpetuate it. 
Thompson noted this dichotomy and deplored it in his 
essay on Shelley, in which he called for a return to the 
earlier status in which art was the beloved helpmate of 
religion.

Thompson took a novel approach to the problem 
of love of nature and God by declaring that love of God 
was a positive aid to loving nature. In his essay, 4

4See the discussion of this in Malcolm Mackenzie 
Ross, Poetry and Dogma The Transfiguration of Eucha
ristic Symbols in Seventeenth Century English Poetry 
(New Brunswick, New Jersey; Rutgers University Press, 1954), p. 230.
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Nature«a Immortality, he said, "Not Shelley, not Words» 
worth himself, ever drew so close to the heart of Nature
as did the Seraph of Assisi, who was close to the Heart

5of God,“ Thompson loved nature, but he never forgot 
that there was a higher good, the love of God which was 
manifested explicitly in the liturgy. His belief in 
this matter is summed up by Margaret Kehoe, who said that 
Thompson realized that both nature and the liturgy were 
meant to offer glory to God through their pageantry,* 6 It 
was this conmon purpose that formed a bond uniting nature 
and the Catholic Church, a union which Thompson spent 
much effort to explain to his own generation.

One of the easiest ways in which to show relation
ships is in those things that can be perceived by the 
senses. This was why Thompson needed to show how the 
external forms of Catholic worship were analogous to the 
physical phenomena observed in nature. However, most 
critics have concentrated almost entirely on Thompson's 
treatment of dogma and his ability to capture the spirit 
of Catholicity, Although they are generally agreed that

Sprancia Thompson, Prose, Voi, III of The Works 
of Francis Thompson (New York* Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1913), p ,  82.

®Margaret Kehoe, “Francis Thompson, Poet of 
Religious Romanticism," Thought, XV (March, 1940), 121.
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Thompson did use the liturgy extensively, this agreement 
often ends abruptly at that point, even in those few 
oritlos who have gone beyond the brief statement that 
liturgical images are indeed a characteristic of Thomp
son^ poetry. Most critics will turn to other consider
ations, possibly because they feel that due to the 
limitations of time and space, a study of Thompson’s 
application of religious thought would be move conducive 
to an understanding of the poems and their Importance 
than a study of Thompson’s employment of extrinsic forms 
would be.' Nevertheless, a study of the forms is import
ant both because of the extensive use which Thompson 
made of them and because of the particularly Catholic 
tone which they lend to Thompson’s poetry.

Even among those few critics who have gone Into 
the matter in greater detail, there is much confusion. 
One critic, Elizabeth Pullen, has stated that Thompson’s 
poem ’•The Assumpta Maria” is hardly more than a string 
of liturgical passages lifted almost bodily from their 
texts in the services of the Church. To prove this 
accusation she quotes Thompson’s subtitle to the poem, 
which was taken from the works of Cowley, ”Thou needst 
not make new songs, but say the old." If this charge 7

7Pullen, p. 45.
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were true, Thompson would he no more then an unoriginal 
translator. However, a study of the poem Itself does 
not hear out the charge. What then did Thompson mean? 
Thompson's use of the quotation from Cowley was not 
necessarily meant as a warning to all readers that his 
poetry was meant to be no more than a paraphrase of the 
Church's services. Intelligent people have always 
agreed that worthwhile literature either gives to the 
reader a more comprehensive or a deeper understanding 
of some Idea with which mankind had always been familiar 
or that It presents an Interpretation of an old Idea In 
a light that will make that Idea more easily understood 
by the poet's contemporaries. If Thompson had not In
tended to give something more than a paraphrase to his 
readers, It Is doubtful that his poems would have been 
considered worthwhile fifty years after his death.

Perhaps the most comprehensive and scholarly 
study of Thompson's use of liturgical Imagery Is that 
which the Reverend Terence Connolly has Included In his 
annotated edition of Thompson's Complete Poetical Works. 
Connolly seems to have gone more deeply Into all the 
elements which Thompson utilized as Ingredients for his 
poems that any other critic or commentator has done. 
Even though Connolly's notes do have the advantage of
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showing the reader the correct balance between the In
fluence of the liturgy and that of the many other objects, 
events, and Ideas which made a lasting and fruitful Im
pression on Thompson, the study of the liturgical Imagery 
In Thompson Is woven Into the study of the other elements 
that went Into the poems In such a way that It Is diffi
cult to judge accurately how extensive Thompsons use of 
the liturgy was. For this reason, a study of the liturgi
cal imagery In Thompson, apart, as far as Is possible, 
from a consideration of the other patterns In his work, 
would help to clarify for the reader just what Is meant 
by those critics who blithely toss off the comment that 
Thompson’s work was Influenced by the liturgy of the 
church*

If there Is disagreement among Catholic critics 
as to the exact nature of Thompson’s application of the 
liturgy, simple reasoning would Indicate that there 
would also be a disagreement between Catholic and non- 
Cathollc critics* Cornelius Weygandt and Joyce Kilmer 
present an excellent example of this disagreement*
Weygandt has stated dogmatically, "It Is more often the 
externals of Catholicism than Its dicta that Thompson
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symbolizes,”8 Kilmer has declared just as emphatically 
that “Thompson unlike the Pre-Raphaelites also saw the 
reality behind the externals,® The critic must decide 
whether or not Thompson utilized only the externals of 
Catholic services or whether Thompson’s use of the litur
gy was similar to that of the Church which uses the 
liturgy In order to present more clearly the dogma she 
wishes men to believe and practice. If Thompson followed 
the former practice, his use of the liturgy would be 
superficial and relatively unimportant. But If he tried 
to present the liturgy In such a way as to suggest to the 
reader the Importance of the thought behind It, Thompson 
would be using the liturgy In a dynamic manner which 
would make that liturgy a vital element In his poetry.

To decide exactly which method Thompson used or 
whether he used both, the writer would first have to 
decide whether Thompson could be termed a Catholic poet 
or If he was merely a poet who was a Catholic, If Thomp
son was a Catholic poet, he would use the liturgy dynami
cally, Otherwise he might simply be using empty forms as

QCornelius Weygant, Tuesdays at Ten (Philadelphia; 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1928), p, 202,

gJoyce Kilmer, The Circus and Other Essays (New 
York: George H, Doran Co., 192l), p, 286,
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decoration for hia poetry.
When considering this problem the impartial 

critic must first realize that there are two fundamen
tally different philosophic outlooks on the function of 
the ceremony in religion. This duality was not always 
present in religious thought. In the earliest days of 
the Church, the symbolic act was one with reality, so 
that dogma and symbol were inextricably combined in the 
minds of most Christians. With the Protestant Reforma
tion came the split between the dogmatic and conceptual 
levels of the most basic symbols of Christianity.10 
The reality of transubstantiation and the intrinsically 
sanctifying power of the sacraments were then questioned 
seriously. Finally what was once believed to be the re® 
enactment of the real sacrifice of Calvary became, in 
the minds of Protestant worshipers, a ceremony which did 
no more than remind the believer of that sacrifice. The 
latter belief enabled the non-Cathollc European to dis
tinguish between the dogma of his religion and the ex
ternal services of that religion. However for the Catho
lic, the outward symbol remained part and parcel of the 
reality of the dogma. Without the exact words of the

10Ross, p. 39
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consecration there can be no transubstantlation; without 
the pouring of water there can be no baptism» Therefore 
when viewing the symbol, the Catholic sees in that sym
bol the concrete, specific spiritual reality»

Once the two outlooks are discovered, the critic 
must next decide which one Thompson best exemplified. 
Being a Catholic does not necessarily force a poet to be 
a Catholic poet» To be a Catholic poet, a man must do 
more than write about Catholic dogma or ceremonies. He 
must think with the Church and be so familiar with her 
teachings that he will naturally reflect both the doc
trines and the attitudes of the Church on any subject on 
which he writes» On this matter, neither Catholic nor 
Protestant critics have ever found any point in Thomp
son^ work which was contrary to the doctrine or even 
to the attitude of the Church on any subject» Since 
Thompson most often wrote specifically of things Catho
lic, this would seem to Indicate strongly that Thompson 
does deserve to be called a Catholic poet. Surely if 
Thompson were to deviate from Catholic teaching on any 
point, this would show up most clearly when he is actu
ally writing on a religious topic.

Because the non-Catholie critic would probably 
not have an extensive knowledge or understanding of the
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Catholic Church and her teaching and attitudes, that 
critic*a Interpretation of Thompson*s highly religious 
poetry could very easily be faulty. He might be the 
best Judge of the craftsmanship of Thompson; he might 
even be able to Judge more accurately the aesthetic 
value of the poetry. But the non-Catholle critic would 
be gravely handicapped If he were asked to decide wheth
er or not Thompson followed the thinking of the Catholic 
Church In doctrinal matters. Few non-Cathollo critics 
would even be familiar enough with the external rites of 
the Church to decide accurately whether or not Thompson 
made extensive use of Catholic liturgy. Therefore the 
safest criticism of the liturgical elements In Thompson*s 
poetry would be that criticism made by the Catholic 
critic, who would recognize the beliefs and ceremonies 
of which Thompson wrote.

In order to judge correctly how much the liturgy 
of the Catholic Church did Influence Thompson, It Is 
vital to come to some understanding of exactly what Is 
meant by the term liturgy. The word Itself has a long 
history, dating back to the Greek leltourgla. a public 
duty. In the Septuaglnt translation of the Old Testa
ment, the word first took on a religious meaning—  
that la, It became the name given to the worship per
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formed by the priests in the temple.11 When the work is 
studied in its Christian meanings, confusion might arise 
because of the fact that it has come to have distinctly 
separate meanings in the different rites of the Catholic 
Church. In the Roman Rite, the liturgy is composed of 
all of the official services, rites, ceremonies, prayers, 
and sacraments of the Church which are found in the offi
cial liturgical books of the Church. The official books 
of the Roman Rite are the Missal. Pontifical. Breviary.
Ritual, Caerlmonlale Eplsooporum. Memorial«- Rltuum, and

12the Martyrology. These books contain all of the litur
gical services of the Roman Rite as well as the arrange-

13ment of these services into set forms* Since a study 
of Thompson's life Indicated that he never came into con
tact with any except the Roman Rite, which was the offi
cial Rite of England, the word liturgy will, in this paper, 
refer exclusively to the meaning of the word liturgy ac
cording to the usage common to the Roman Rite.

Thompson, of course, could not use all of the

11Angelo de Santi, "Liturgy,** The Catholic Encyclopedia. IX, 306*
12Adrian Portescue, "Liturgical Books, " The Catholic Encyclopedia. IX, p. 300.
13Santi, p. 306.
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ceremonies that can be found In the seven Roman liturgi
cal books. Those ceremonies that he would be most like
ly to use would be those with which he, or any other 
good Catholic, would come Into contact with most often. 
Among these ceremonies are the Mass, the sacraments and 
sacramentals, and the Holy Week services. A study of 
Thompsons use of these ceremonies alone should be suffi
cient for making a correct judgment concerning the extent 
of Thompson's use of liturgical Imagery.

Because Thompson did follow the Catholic philoso
phic concept of the Indivisibility of the outward sign 
and the Inward action, It Is often difficult to divide 
the two elements as they appear In his poetry. The 
Catholic dogma lends a significance to the form of the 
act, a significance that would certainly be diminished 
If Thompson had followed the Protestant belief that the 
dogma was one entity, the ceremony another. To form a 
true picture of Thompson's use of the Church's liturgy,
It Is sometimes necessary to know also the doctrine which 
Invigorates what would .otherwise be meaningless forms. 
Nevertheless, In order to keep within proper bounds of 
time and space, It Is necessary to Ignore, as far as Is 
possible, Thompson's application of the Church's thought 
and to concentrate exclusively on his handling of out
ward forms. If It Is found that Thompson did employ
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extensively those forms of services which are described 
In the liturgical books of the Roman Rite of the Church, 
then the commonly held belief that Thompson^ poetry Is 
based on materials taken from the liturgy of the Catholic 
Church will be true.



CHAPTER II

THOMPSON’S USE OF 
SACRAMENTS AND SACRAMENTALS

Scattered throughout the poems of Francis Thomp
son are Images whose roots are Imbedded In the sacraments 
and sacramentals of the Catholic Church, and it is not 
at all strange that Thompson should have chosen to 
include such images In his work« His background gives 
us one reason why he might have been more sensitive to 
religious symbols than the ordinary Catholic would be.
At the impressionable age of eleven, Thompson entered 
Ushaw College, a Catholic seminary, with the intention 
of becoming a priest,1 While at Ushaw, Thompson was 
noted for his cleverness and docility, but also, un
fortunately, for his timidity, indolence, and absent- 
mindedness, Because of these latter attributes, his 
superiors decided that Thompson did not have a true

pvocation,' and so in 1877, at the age of nineteen, * 2

^Everard Meynell, The Life of Francis Thompson (New York: Scribners, 1913), p, 5
2Viola Meynell, Francis Thompson and Wilfrid 

Meynell: A Memoir (New York: E. P. Dutton and' Co,, Inc, I§5$), p, 14.
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Thompson returned home, his dream of the priesthood 
permanently destroyed» Many of those friends who knew 
him "best declared that Thompson's dismissal from Ushaw

•Zwas a hitter and permanent disappointment to him.
Thus, during the formative years of his life, 

Thompson was steeped In Catholic religious training.
This education never ceased to have a special importance 
for him. Even though some of his later years were spent 
among the slums of London where he was exposed to every 
kind of temptation, Thompson never forgot the earlier 
ideals which he had learned at Ushaw. Even though Thomp
son was disappointed in his desire to become a priest, he 
did gain a deep love for his faith during his years in 
the seminary. That this love should manifest Itself in 
poetry that was truly Catholic is natural, and that his 
poetry should furthermore contain many Images borrowed 
from the liturgy of the Church that Thompson loved Is 
certainly understandable.

Another reason why the critic is led to believe 
that Thompson would be prone to include liturgical images 
In his work is that Thompson would very naturally be 
attracted to the wealth of imagery and symbolism in the *

^Meynell, Life, p. 5.
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sacraments and sacramentals of the Church. He always
showed a lively Interest In Imagery of any type. One
of his favorite poets was Percy Bysshe Shelley, who has
always been noted for his extensive use of imagery and
particularly for his personification of abstract Ideas.
Thompson himself commented that until he was twenty-two

4he studied Shelley almost constantly. Thompson was 
also attracted to the works of the Metaphysical School 
and especially to Richard Crashaw. As he also did with 
Shelley, Thompson praised them especially for their 
ffrank toying with Imagery.

Without a doubt, the Catholic Church Is rich In 
Imagery and symbolism. The sacraments, by their very 
nature, are symbols at the same time that they are 
effective acts. Because man Is composed of both body 
and soul, It Is necessary that he satisfy the sensual 
side of his nature. Sacraments both satisfy this sen
sual nature and at the same time strengthen man's In
tellectual grasp of sun abstract Idea. The Church, 
realizing the strength of man's animal nature and wlsh- 4 5

4A. J. Hogan, "Master of Prose," Catholic World. CII (November, 1915), p. 186.
5Francis Thompson, Prose. Vol. Ill of The Works 

of Francis Thompson (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1913), p. 21.
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lng to direct that strength so as to holster man's 
spiritual nature, has converted many natural objects 
to her use« To these actions and objects she gave the 
name sacramentáis, “lesser sacraments.“ Included tinder 
the heading of sacraméntala would be such things as the 
sign of the cross, the blessing of water and candles, 
and censing«®

These sacraméntala are analogous to the sacra
ments In many ways« They also are external signs pro
ducing spiritual effects; their aim also Is to guard 
against temptations constantly besetting man by remind
ing him of God's love and power« However, there is one 
outstanding difference between the two: the sacramént
ala were instituted by the Church— not by Christ, and 
therefore their number and form Is not prescribed by 
immutable law« This elasticity means that sacraméntala 
can be more easily adapted for poetical purposes than 
sacraments can. Almost anything could be adopted as a 
sacramental« In the broadest sense, the whole world Is 
sacramental, because everything in it can remind one of 
Cod, and when Francis Thompson viewed the world he saw 
It as sacramental in this broadest sense. In his poem, 6

6Nicholas Maas, The Treasure of the Liturgy 
Sacrifice. Sacraméntala, Sacraments (Milwaukees The Bruce 
Publishing Co«, 1932), p. 116.
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"The Kingdom of God," he expresses clearly his belief 
that Christ is always near and remains hidden not be
cause he wishes it but because of men’s

...estranged faces,
That miss the many-splendoured thing*

(11. 15-16 .V
Considering this attitude, one could conclude that the 
use of the liturgical services would be for Thompson 
not only natural but practical because these services 
would provide an excellent medium through which Thomp
son could convey to his readers the essentially sacra
mental nature of the universe as he saw it.

One of Thompson’s most simple allusions to the 
sacraments is found in the twenty-fourth line of the 
"Ode to the Setting Sun" where Thompson is describing 
the feelings which the setting sun aroused in him. He 
asks

What wild divinity makes my heart thus 
A fount of most baptismal tears?...

The baptismal tears obviously implies the purifying
and sanctifying power of the sacrament of baptism. By
means of this image, whose source the most superficial
study would disclose, Thompson was able to tell the 7

7Francis Thompson, Poems of Francis Thompson, ed. 
Terence L. Connolly (New York $ I) • ̂ Appleton-Century Co •, 
1932), p. 293. Unless otherwise indicated, all refer
ences to Thompson’s poetry will be taken from this edition.
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reader the exact nature of the emotions he felt when he 
viewed the setting sun on one particular day. The pour
ing of water In baptism easily suggests the cleansing 
of the soul from sin, and the fount of most baptise«! 
tears would bring to mind this cleansing and tell the 
reader that the emotions which Thompson felt on looking 
at the setting sun, or more specifically upon the field 
Illuminated by that setting sun, were beneficial and up
lifting. Thus one phrase based on the sacrament of 
baptism has conveyed Impressions that It would be diffi
cult to reproduce In any other manner.

The "Orient Ode" adapts the Holy Eucharist to 
to Its use by saying,

To thine own shape
Thou round»st the chrysolite of the grape,
Blnd»st thy gold lightnings In his veins;

(11. 156-158.),
In a statement which compares the work of the sun with 
the transubstantlatlon which takes place at the conse
cration of the Mass. Obviously, the grape here stands 
for the wine which is transformed In the Mass. A few 
lines farther on, the same sacrament Is again alluded 
to when Thompson says,

Yea, In glad twinkling advent, thou dost dwell 
Within our body as a tabernaolel (11. 168-169)

Catholic religious writers often stress the fact that
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in Communion our bodies become the tabernacles of Christ, 
and so Catholics would immediately interpret these lines 
as a reference to the Holy Eucharist.

The sacrament of penance forms the foundation 
for the image found in the third stanza of "Ad Castita- 
tem";

Through thee the waters bare 
Their bosoms to the air

And with confession never done 
Admit the sacerdotal sun 

Absolved eternally 
By his aspergíng eye* (11. 7-12.)

In the commendation of virginity found in the poem,
Thompson uses the image of the sun shining through the
water, making it transparent to the eye in an analogy
in which the sun is compared to the priest acting as
Christ in the confessional, and the water is compared
to the pure soul which the sun exposes.

Because of their more naturally elastic nature, 
Thompson made even greater use of the sacramentáis than 
he did of the sacraments. To help his contemporaries 
to value nature as a reminder of God*s glory, Thompson 
pictured natural events as analogous to the sacramentáis 
established by the Church. In "A Corymbus for Autumn,w 
stars are
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Heaven*s death-lights which kindle yellow
spark by sparkBeneath the dreadful catafalque of the dark,
(11, 103-104.)

Stars have been compared to candles by numerous poets,
but Thompson has added a new thought, the same thought
that he expressed In "The Hound of Heaven" where he says

I was heavy with the even
When she lit her glimmering tapers
Round the day*s dead sanctities. (11. 85-86.)

The stars referred to In these Images are more than 
ordinary candles. They are the blessed candles placed, 
according to the custom of the Catholic Church, around 
the coffin of a corpse lying In state. In the latter 
poem a further comparison Is made. The evening Is seen 
as the holy relic of the day, which In Its brightness 
and glory was comparable to the holiness of grace.
These comparisons all Imply that nature has a glory be
yond that usually attributed to her by the scientists 
of Thompson*s age. The chief value of the images In 
Thompson*s own age would have been that although the 
majority of Victorian readers would understand the 
Images because the Idea behind them was fairly common, 
the comparisons were original enough to have poetic 
merit.

Thompson*s favorite liturgical Image seems to 
be that of the censer, which he applied In many differ-
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ent ways in different poems. The seventh stanza of "The
Mistress of Vision” symbolizes the incarnation of Christ
in terms of the censer image. Thompson begins the
stanza by speaking of the divinity of the sun, which
must be so tempered down to the mortal level that man
may be able to recognize it. The divine Sun is, of
course, Christ, who, as man, seems

Like a silver thurible 
Solemnly swung, slowly 

Fuming clouds of golden fire, for a cloud 
of Incense-smoke,(11.37-45.)

Here the censer becomes a symbol of the dual nature of
Christ, which enabled Him to offer acceptable prayers
to God for the redemption of mankind. The Fuming clouds
of golden fire are those prayers which effected the
salvation of mankind. This Image Is unique because in
it we see a dogma of the Catholic Church expressed In
terras of a liturgical action usually not associated
with that dogma.

An entirely different use is made of the censer 
image in "The Sere of the Leaf.” Here Thompson draws 
an extended comparison between his nature as a poet 
and the act of censing. He says

•The heart, a censored fire whence 
fuming chants aspire,

Is fed with oozed gums of pre
cious pain;

And unrest swings denser, denser,
the fragrance from that censer
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With the heart-strings for its
quivering chaln.TLL. 111-114.)

The fire of the censer is the heart; the incense is
pain. From the chain of the censer, man*s heartstrings,
the censer sways, sending up the smoke of incense
(prayer) to God. Certainly the sensuous appeal of the
censer brings to earth the abstract quality of the love
for God which the poet experiences even in the midst of
the most trying portion of his life. That this was
Thompsons purpose we know from his own words; "Theology
and philosophy are the soul of truth, but they must be
clothed with flesh, to create an organism which can come
down and live among mem."8

A third analogy involving the censer image is 
drawn in "A Corymbus for Autumn." Thompson there lets 
his readers decide for themselves just what is to be 
correlated with the incense by asking

What is this feel of incense 
everywhere? (1. 87.)

and then offering two possible answers;
Clings it round folds of the blanch-

amlced clouds,
Upwafted by the solemn thurifer,

The mighty Spirit unknown,

8Thompson, Prose, p. 71.
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That swingeth the slow earth before 
the embannered Throne?

Or is*t the Season under all these 
shrouds

Of light, and sense, and silence, 
makes here known 

A presence everywhere,
An Inarticulate prayer,

A hand on the soothed tresses of the 
air? (11. 88-96.)

In the first instance the feel of Incense everywhere 
would be caused by the Holy Spirit swinging the earth 
as a censer before the throne of God, If this is not 
the reason, then Thompson says the season Itself must 
be making him sensibly aware of its presence and let
ting him realize that the season Itself is offering an 
inarticulate prayer to God. Actually the two answers 
which Thompson offers are not really very far apart in 
their meanings. Both harken back to an idea expressed 
in an earlier line in the stanza in which Thompson 
asserts that “All Nature sacerdotal seems• “ In either 
alternative, Incense Is equated to prayer offered to 
God, and the incense arises from the earth itself, 
which in either case, would be the censer itself.
Again Thompson has given to nature an importance which 
was not accorded to it by the naturalistic writers of 
the age.

All of the censer images used by Thompson have 
one similarity which stands out plainly. Tho inotoise
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Is always equated with prayer to God. The original 
idea for this image is to be found in the Bible, where 
we read

And another angel came and stood be
fore the altar, having a golden cen
ser: and there was given to him 
much incense, that he should offer 
of the prayers of all the saints upon 
the golden altar, which is before the 
throne of God« And the smoke of the 
incense of the prayers of the saints 
ascended up before God from the hand of the angel«*

Thus, as is often the case with Thompson, the basis on 
which the image rests was borrowed from some other 
source« Nevertheless, Thompson undoubtedly deserves 
credit for molding that one Idea into a number of dif
ferent images, each of which was original and not a 
mere copy of the Biblical source«

It should not be at all surprising that it was 
the censing Image that Thompson should have chosen most 
often from among the many sacraméntala found in the 
liturgy of the Catholic Church« Censing is a part of 
many liturgical ceremonies, and particularly of those 
ceremonies which are most colorful« For example, cens-

9Apoloalypse, VII, 3-4
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lng Is employed In a solemn high Mass rather than a low 
Mass. The color of the ceremony would appeal to the 
poetical nature of Thompson while the Idea behind the 
censing was appealing to his religious nature. There
fore, It was this Image which Thompson very naturally 
chose to play a prominent part In some of his most 
obviously liturgical passages.



CHAPTER III

THOMPSON*S USE OP 
THE HOLY WEEK SERVICES

Among the most dramatic services In the Roman 
Catholic Church are those which coamemorate the suffer
ing, death, and resurrection of Christ* Because It Is 
upon these events that the Catholic religion rests and 
to these events that the Catholic must go If he wish
es to prove the validity of his faith, the good Catho
lic would want to have a thorough knowledge of the cir
cumstances surrounding them* Since a better understand
ing of the events of Holy Week would lead quite natural
ly to a deeper appreciation of Christ*s passion, the 
desire for more knowledge usually goes hand In hand with 
a more fervent devotion to Christ In His passion, a 
devotion that would manifest Itself outwardly In the 
attendance of the Holy Week services*

Of their very nature the Holy Week services 
are dramtic and appealing to many people because they 
present the various scenes and acts In the most perfect 
tragedy of all time* That the tragic can have a great 
attraction for the beholder Is proved by the continuing 
popularity of such playwrights as Sophocles, Euripides, 
and Shakespeare* The Passion of Christ can be conceived
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of as a dramatic tragedy because It contains all the 
elements necessary for the catharsis demanded by 
Aristotle« Pity there would be for that most noble of 
heroes whose downfall all realize did not depend upon 
even a slight fault in Himself« Pear of the evil of 
sin, which had the power to make such suffering neces- 
sary, would also figure in a personas estimate of the 
tragedy« Finally the effect would be heightened by the 
realization that it is no mere fiction being enacted 
but a representation of the most important action ever 
to take place on this earth« However, in one sense, 
the passion is no tragedy because when viewed as a 
whole, its proper conclusion would be in the glory of 
the resurrection«

The Holy Week services undoubtedly had a tre
mendous effect on the sensitive, pious nature of Francis 
Thompson, In many of Thompson»s poems the idea of suf
fering as a necessary prelude to the final triumph Is 
clearly brought out. One of the most completely devel
oped expositions of this theory is found in Thompson»s 
most famous poem, “The Hound of Heaven," in which the 
hero reaches happiness in God only after he had reached 
the depths of sorrow and had been stripped of all that 
men usually value. Many other poems, including such
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works as the "Ode to the Setting Sun* and "An Anthem of 6 
Earth,* contain strains of this same thought,

Thompson might have been especially sensitive to 
the Idea of the suffering Christ because Thompson himself 
knew what It was to suffer. During the two and a half 
years from the time he left home following a disagreement 
with his father until his rescue by the Meynells, he 
reached the depths of physical and mental anguish. Be
sides his homeless and penniless state, Thompson was 
subjected to that particularly acute torment which al
ways accompanies drug addiction. Furthermore, he was 
far from being satisfied with his forced association 
with the scum of London, Of them he later wrote:

Their conversation is Impossible to repeat. If you want to know It (and 
you are every way a gainer by not 
knowing it, while you lose what can 
never be regained by knowing it) go 
to Rabelais and his like, where you 
will find a very faint image of it.
Nearer you may get by reading *West- 
minlster Drolleries" and other 18th 
century collections of swine-trough 
hoggery. For naked bestiality you - 
must go to the modern bets fanmaine.

It Is not impossible to believe that Thompson
may have been comforted in his sufferings by the

^Bverard Meynell, The Life of Francis Thompson (New York: Charles Scribner*a Sons, 1913, p, 50, r
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Church*s teachings on the efficacy of pain as a means of 
reparation for sin» If Thompson did have this Idea In 
mind, he would have had an even stronger reason for his 
interest In Christ*s suffering In reparation for the sins 
of mankind, because Thompson would, to some degree, under
stand from personal experience what the suffering and 
loneliness of Christ on the cross would be.

A study of Thompson*s poetry Itself proves that 
Thompson did use Ideas gleaned from a study of the passion 
as represented In Church services. In the "Assumpta Marla" 
Thompson uses the three Greek words Ischyros. the Strong 
one; Agios, the Holy One; and Athanatos. the Immortal One 
as a refrain ending the stanzas of the poem. On Good 
Friday these words are chanted in alternate verses as the 
end refrain of the "Reproaches" of Christ to His people, 
the Jews, which are sung during the solemn adoration of 
the cross. The technical use of the words Is similar In 
both cases because the refrain comes as a chorus repeated 
after each verse. The purpose of the refrain Is also 
similar In each Instance. The attributes described by 
the three words are those which make Christ appear most 
God-llke and worthy of adoration. Thompson wished to 
emphasize that Mary Is most worthy of veneration because 
she was the Mother of God. Therefore he repeatedly con
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nects her with those terms used to designate the Godli
ness of Christ. In this way he allows the meaning which 
would attach Itself to the words uttered on Good Friday 
to carry over and give a definite connotation to the 
same words used In his poem.

Although the services of Good Friday are probably 
the most dramatically touching of all the ceremonies of 
the Catholic Church, they are not the most symbolic. It 
would be extremely difficult to choose the most symbolic 
service from among the many ceremonies performed In the 
Catholic Church. However, one strong contender for that 
“honor" would certainly be the Holy Saturday services.
The Images and symbols In this service alone could supply 
enough material for many poems. Francis Thompson, who 
was very sensitive to symbols and especially to religious 
symbols, would undoubtedly appreciate the ceremonies more 
than the ordinary worshiper who Is too often Ignorant of 
the symbolism of these services.

However, In this Instance the critic does not 
have to rely on any probable conjectures. It Is well 
known that In one of Thompson’s most famous poems, the 
"Orient Ode," the Imagery and symbolism are borrowed 
from the liturgy of the Holy Saturday services. Thomp
son himself has explicitly told us this In a letter to
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Coventry Patmore, in which he says*
As a matter of fact it £ the "Orient 
Ode"! was written soon after Easter 
& [ a lo j was suggested by passages 
in the liturgies of Holy Saturday, 
some of which— at rather appalling 
length--! have quoted at the head 
of its two parts•

The passages from the liturgy to which Thompson 
refers were written in Thompsons notebook which con
tained the first draft of the "Ode,1* but they do not 
appear in any published form of the work«2 3 * * * It would 
have been rather difficult to include them in any 
published version of his poetry because, as Thompson 
says, they were lengthy excerpts. Actually the quo
tations were the exact words, in Latin, of the Lessons 
and prayers read during the various parts of the cere
mony on Holy Saturday, and their being omitted in the 
published version of the poem in no way harms it as a 
work of art or essentially changes the meaning of the 
poem, although in some instances the omissions might 
make the poem harder to interpret, especially if the 
reader was unaware that the work was based on the Holy

2Viola Meynell, Francis Thompson and Wilfrid 
ilia)11 * Aio6m0lr <N6W Be p# ^ tton and do., Inc«,

3Francls Thompson, Poems of Francis Thompson« ed«
Terence L, Connolly, (New York: D. Appleton-Century Co,,
1941), p, 450. This comment was taken from the textualnotes of the editor«
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Saturday services* Nevertheless, the quotations have 
interest mainly for the critic who is trying to trace 
the influences which helped to form Thompson1 s poetry* 
They provide one more proof, if one more were necessary, 
that Thompson’s poem was based on the prayers used by 
the Church on Holy Saturday*

As one might guess from the title of the poem, 
Thompson grouped most of the images in the poem around 
the light symbolism found in abundance in the Holy Sat
urday services* Even the title of the poem is taken 
from the liturgical prayers of the Church, although not 
specifically from the Holy Saturday services* Christ 
is frequently referred to as the Orient in official 
Church prayers. For instance, a series of antiphons 
called 11 The Great O ’s'* Is chanted before and after the 
the Magnificat in the Divine Office from December seven
teenth to the twenty-third*4

In line 127 of the poem, Thompson used the light 
image found in the Holy Saturday service in a most obvi
ous manner. The phrase Light out of Light1 is a literal 
translation of the phrase "lumen de lumlne" found in the

4Ibld*
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Nicene creed recited at Mass• This same reference Is 
found frequently In the liturgy of Holy Saturday. During 
the procession up the aisle after the kindling of the new 
fire on Holy Saturday, the priest chants three times 
“Lumen Chrlstl,“ “Light of Christ.“ This idea is repeat
ed immediately afterward In the "Exultet.“ the prayer 
said during the blessing of the Paschal candle.

Thompson's decision to use light as the basis 
for a poem adapting the imagery and symbolism of Holy 
Saturday was a wise choice, because the whole spirit of 
that service hinges on the thought that life and death, 
joy and sorrow, are to be attributed to the real Sun, 
Christ, in whose light all things must be viewed.®
The poet, too, often couples the seemingly disparate 
items of life and death, joy and sorrow. In lines 73 
to 78 he says,

With love that trembleth, fear that loveth,Thou join'st the woman to the man;And Life with Death 
In obscure nuptials moveth,
Commingling alien yet affined breath.

Thompson goes on to say,
Thou are the incarnated Light
Whose Sire is aboriginal, and beyond
Death and resurgence of our day and night;
Prom him is thy vicegerent wand 5

5Ibid.. p. 452.
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With double potence of the black and white. 
Giver of Love, and Beauty, and Desire,
The terror, and the loveliness, and purging, 
The deathfulness and Ilf©fulness of firel

(11. 79-85)
Very briefly, the whole thought oan be summed 

up in the words of Thompson himself when he speaks of 
the sun as Destroyer and preserver. (1. 160) This 
thought is brought out in many different passages in 
the liturgy of Holy Saturday. One of these passages, 
which was found in Thompsons notebook, prefacing the 
"Orient Ode," is read as the second Prophecy on Holy 
Saturday.

May the whole world experience and 
see that what was cast down is 
raised up; that what was grown old 
is made new; and that all things 
return to a perfect state through 
Him from whom they received their 
beginning, Our Lord Jesus Christ,Thy Son.

The poet makes very clear that the power of the
Sun is something more than natural when he says,

Nor the majestic heavens less 
Thy formidable sweets approve,

(11. 55-56)
This passage may be an echo of one of the verses read 
at I****3 on Holy Saturday; "Praise the Lord...in the 
firmament of His power."

One aspect of Thompson's coupling of life and 
death that must be noted if one is not to misinterpret
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this poem Is that Thompson pictures the light always 
overcoming the darkness* Occasionally this meaning 
might be somewhat obscure to the reader who was not 
familiar with the service on which the poem was based* 
For instance, in line 85 the deathfulness and lifeful- 
ness of fire was probably suggested by the lighting 
and blessing of the new fire on Holy Saturday, at which 
ceremony the lamps extinguished on Holy Thursday were 
re-lit. The Important thing to note here is that the 
lamps were re-lit; Christ did rise, as He always will, 
to confound the darkness with His light. The reader 
has the right, and even the duty, to Interpret Thomp
son* s lines in the light of the Holy Saturday services 
because in the same letter to Patmore In which Thompson 
acknowledged his indebtedness to that service, he also 
said that the reason he appended the passages from the 
Holy Saturday services to that poem was to answer in 
advance any critic who might cavil at the doctrine ex- 
pressed in the poem. Therefore, Thompson*s essential 
ideas must be the same as those expressed in the Holy 
Saturday services.

Another image in the “Orient Ode” which is

p. 108« ^Meynell, Francis Thompson and Wilfrid Meynell.
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indirectly connected with the light symbolism is that
found in lines 25 to 27,

Behold her fair and greater daughter 
Offers to thee her fruitful water,
Which at thy first white Ave shall conceivel

The fruitful water is, of course, a symbol of the womb
of Mary, The function of Mary as the fountain from
which sprang the spotless Christ is reminiscent of the
Idea found in the prayer read on Holy Saturday as the
priest asks that Ood

fertilize this water prepared for the 
regeneration of mankind; that, con- 

x ceived in sanctification, born again
a new creation, there may come forth 
from the spotless womb of this Divine 
fountain an offspring of Heaven,,,.

During the reading of this prayer, the water is blessed, 
and to signify this blessing, the Paschal candle, symbol 
of Christ, the Light of the World, is plunged into the 
water. Thus, there is a connection, albeit somewhat 
tenuous, between the blessing of the water and the use 
of light in the ceremony. The connection between the 
thought of Mary as the mother of Christ and of the bap
tismal font as the “mother“ of “an offspring of Heaven," 
is seen more clearly if one is familiar with one of 
Coventry Patmore's letters to Thompson in which Patmore, 
speaking of the symbolism of the Bible, says, "Water, 
for example, is constantly used for the sensible nature
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rtIn its purity, as in the Blessed Virgin," But even 
without this knowledge, the words themselves, although 
not specifically speaking of the motherhood of Mary, 
suggest that idea* Mary was the mediatrix through 
whom mankind would be regenerated. She conceived the 
New Adam; and hers was the spotless womb from which 
came the true offspring of Heaven* Thus we see how 
easily the words read at the blessing of the Baptismal 
Pont could be referred to Mary. The germ of the idea 
of correlating the Blessed Virgin with the Baptismal 
Pont might have been supplied by Coventry Patmore, 
whose influence on Thompson was readily admitted by 
the latter poet*

Not all of the images borrowed from the Holy 
Saturday services were connected with the light Imagery 
used in that ceremony. In lines 163 to 166 Thompson 
applies an idea which is brought out in the prayer read 
after the Exultet.

It is truly meet and just to proclaim with all the love of our heartHan3 * 
mind and with the sound of our voice, 
the invisible God, the Father Almighty 
and His only Son our Lord Jesus Christ 
Who paid to His Eternal Father the debt 7

7Meynell, Life, p. 145.
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of Adam In our behalf and also can
celled the debt of original sin by 
Els Precious Blood

Thompson applied this prayer In the following manner:
To those apparent sovereignities webow
And bright appurtenances of thy browl 
Thy proper blood dost thou not give,
That Earth, the gusty Maenad, drink

and dance?
First Thompson brings out the duty which the people of 
the earth owe to Christ, the real Sun# Then he states 
that Christ has given His blood so that the earth might 
live. The parallel Is drawn between the necessary part 
which the sun plays In sustaining natural life on the 
earth and the equally necessary sacrifice of Christ 
which restored man’s chance for supernatural life. Of 
course It would have been possible for Thompson to have 
found this same Idea In other sources, but considering 
both the numerous other references to the Holy Saturday 
services and the statement of his Indebtedness to those 
services, It Is most probable that the Idea was suggest
ed to Thompson as he read the services on Holy Saturday.

Few critics would argue that Thompson was not 
Intensely Interested In the passion of Christ and the 
need for penance among men. In fact, some have so much 
emphasized Thompson’s concern for the need of repara
tion that they deem him a morbid poet Interested only
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in suffering and sacrifice. Yet this view too is in
correct because those critics fail to realize that the 
final end of the passion was the resurrection and that 
the final end of the sufferings of w»«n should be the 
attainment of union with God, Although Thompson did 
write extensively on the passion of Christ, the resur
rection is also a recurring theme in Thompson*s poet
ry,8 In a poem like the "Ode to the Setting Sun" these 
critics will analyze the lines in which the sun is 
pictured as the parallel of Christ, which
x Like Him,• .hang*st in dreadful pomp

of bloodUpon thy Western rood,
(11. 219-220.),

as an example of Thompson*s preoccupation with suffer
ing and death. However, they forget that like the set
ting sun Christ will also rise again, Thompson, how
ever, did not forget that fact. Immediately after these 
lines he says,

Yet lift once more Its light, 
and risen, again departed from our ball 
But when it set on earth arose in Heaven,

(11. 222-224)
This is the thought found in the sequence for Easter 
Sunday.

8Joseph L. O'Brien, "Francis Thompson, Poet and Mystic," Catholic World. LCIX (August, 1914), 606
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Life died, but soon revived again,
And even death by Life was slain»

To miss Thompsons final lines depleting the triumph of
Christ would be to miss the entire point of his poetry,
A close analysis of all of those poems of Thompson which
deal with the suffering of man reveals that Thompson
never forgot that the end of the reparation was final
joy with God, This Is true In the "Hound of Heaven,"
the "Anthem of Earth," and, In fact, every one of
Thompsons poems dealing with the subject. Therefore
Thompson Is the poet who depicts the passion most
truly and completely, Ignoring neither the suffering
nor the triumph. In this he follows very closely the
liturgy of the Church In which the final and necessary
end of the tragedy represented In the Good Friday
services Is the joy of Easter Sunday,



C H A P T E R  IV

THOMPSON’S USE OF THE MASS

In some of the rites of the Catholic Church, 
the word liturgy has come to be applied exclusively 
to the sacrifice of the Mass, and although the term 
has a much broader meaning in the Roman Rite, the Mass 
is always the center of Catholic worship and the most 
important liturgical action, because it is through the 
Mass that the God-man Christ celebrates and represents 
his bloody death on the cross. In the Mass, the mem
bers of Christ’s Church see renewed that essential sac
rifice, and they see as well a memorial of the Resur
rection and the Ascension,1 without which the sacrifice 
would have been in vain. For this reason, no poet 
could be said to have made a truly extensive use of the 
liturgy unless he had utilized some of the wealth of 
material to be found in that most perfect liturgical 
action, the Mass.

Any Catholic who had the slightest interest in 
his religion would be familiar with the Mass, and we

^-Nicholas Gihr, The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass 
Dogmatically, Liturglcally ari3~lscetically Kxplainea TSlTToUIs, Herder, 190ii)7 pp. Wt-iy?.
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have already seen that Thompson’s religion was some
thing dear to him from the early days of his boyhood.
He had that reverent appreciation of the Mass which all 
could have if they would learn to know well both the 
intrinsic and the symbolic value of the ceremony so 
that they could follow the Mass more intelligently. 
Thompson’s interest in the Mass undoubtedly was par
tially due to his early training, but some of the credit 
for his continued interest in the liturgy must be given 
to the type of life which he was living at the very 
time when he was composing most of his poetry. Through
out Thompson’s most fruitful years as a poet he was con
stantly surrounded and influenced by places and events 
associated with Catholicity.

Amazingly enough, the fact that the latter years 
of Thompson’s life were also spent in an intensely 
Catholic environment was the ultimate result of the most 
unfortunate aspect of his life. Admirers of Francis 
Thompson are informed very early in their study of the 
poet of his addiction to opium and of the struggle that 
he made to conquer the habit. In order to help him in 
this effort, his rescuers, the Meynells, arranged for 
him to spend some time at the Franciscan monastery of 
Pantasaph at Storrington. There Thompson had the
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opportunity to hear the sacrifice of the Mass every day, 
and it is known that he also spent much of his time 
within the monastery in the company of the Friars there. 
For the first time in many years, Thompson lived among 
a group of men whose ideas and ideals were similar to 
his own, men who had the educational background to en
gage in intelligent, stimulating conversation. It is 
easy to understand why these years, from 1892 to 1897, 
were the most productive years of Thompson’s life as a 
poet. Most of his three volumes of poetry were composed 
then, Poems coming out in 1893, Sister Songs in 1895, 
and New Poems in 1897.2 After leaving the monastery, 
Thompson never published any piece of major poetry.

According to all outward appearances, Thompson 
loved the life he led at the Capuchin monastery. It is 
a known fact that he became a Tertiary of the Franciscan 
Order. Here at Pantasaph, secluded from the world and 
surrounded by the spirit and the ceremonies of the Cath
olic religion he loved, Thompson wrote his greatest 
poetry. Considering the circumstances, it is not

2John Craig, ’’Francis Thompson And His Poetry,” 
Catholic World, CXV (August, 1922), 666.
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strange that a man already steeped in religious thought 
should write poetry reflecting the spirit and the cere
monies which surrounded him on every side.

The Mass itself, almost from the earliest days 
of the Church, has been filled with symbolism— in the 
vestments worn, in the vessels used, and in the cere
monies performed. The interested person could discover 
for himself much of the symbolism if he would read the 
expositions in the front of an ordinary Sunday missal.
It is certainly difficult to believe that Thompson, who 
was interested in all things Catholic, could have been 
ignorant of this symbolism. The symbolism of the Mass 
could very easily suggest to a poetic mind further 
developments of those symbols.

As a matter of fact, Thompson often used vest
ments and sacred vessels as symbols and images in his 
poetry. That is one reason why some critics complain 
of his obscurity. Arthur Symons has summarized the 
judgment of these critics when he says, MHis vocabulary 
is for the most part made up of ingenious, and really 
novel, selections from the words that other people are 
ignorant of, or perhaps avoid if they know them.n>

^Arthur Symons, Dramatis Personae (Indianapolis: 
The Bobbs-Merrill Co., 19^3) , pp. r?T-17'6.
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However, it must never be forgotten that words like 
amice, maniple, and pall would be very common to a the
ological student and that such words would even be in
telligible to most educated Catholics. Thompson was not 
attempting to seem erudite when he used liturgical 
terms. He used them naturally and casually as any man 
would use a vocabulary with which he was thoroughly 
familiar. The liturgical terms were the terms which ex
pressed most clearly the meaning as well as the conno
tation he wished to convey. Therefore he had no reason 
to avoid them. That Thompson was thoroughly familiar 
with these terms is proved by the fact that he never 
used one of them incorrectly. Undoubtedly Thompson 
realized that his use of such terms would lead to charges 
of obscurity from those outside the faith. In comment
ing on the first lines of "Any Saint,” Thompson says:
«The personal embrace between Creator and creature is so 
solely the secret and note of Catholicity that its lan
guage to the outer sects is simply unintelligible. 
However, there were no other words which could express

^Everard Meynell, The Life of Francis Thompson 
(New York: Charles Scribners Sons", 1913), p. 224.
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therefore Thompson necessarily used terms which might 
not always be completely intelligible to non-Catholics.

Thompson used symbolism based on the vestments 
worn at Mass in some of his poems. Line 88 of "A Corym- 
bus for Autumn” speaks of blanch-amiced clouds in the 
same passage mentioned earlier in connection with Thomp
son’s censer image. Apparently the word was used merely 
to suggest the shape of the amice. If this were the 
case, it provides proof that Thompson also employed a 
liturgical vocabulary because those were the words which 
came most naturally to him. If Thompson had not been 
familiar with the amice, he would not know what its shape 
was nor would he be likely to use the term in a metaphor 
meant to tell the reader what the cloud looked like.

Thompson used the same terminology in Sister
Songs where he says

Where its umbrage was enrooted,
Sat, white-suited,

Sat, green-amiced and bare-footed,Spring, amid her minstrelsy; (11. 214-217)
In this type of image, Thompson uses a superficial group
ing of natural and liturgical images to form one dominant 
impression, that of the promise of a fruitful future.
Both the liturgical and the natural images used help to 
give this impression. Spring is, in the natural order,
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the season of hope, and green is the color of hope in 
both its natural and liturgical meaning. To complete 
the picture of hope, Thompson called the garment of 
spring an amice, which, as Gihr points out, is the litur
gical symbol of hope.5 Thus the liturgical language is 
here used to bolster the tone of the poem.

One of the best examples of Thompson’s use of
liturgical vestments in a symbolic sense is found in the
"Ode to the Setting Sun."

It is the falling star that trails the light,
It is the breaking wave that hath the might,

The passing shower that rainbows maniple. (11. £-10.)
The maniple mentioned here is, of course, that part of 
the vestment that hangs from the priest’s arm. In out
ward appearances, the image is appropriate because a 
rainbow seen from an elevation overlooking a sweep of 
land might resemble the maniple hanging from the arm of 
a priest. However, the real significance of the image 
goes much deeper than mere external resemblance. The 
term maniple originally came from a passage in the 
Psalms in which manipulus is used for a sheaf of wheat: 
"They that sow in tears shall reap in joy. Going they 
went and wept, casting their seed; but coming they shall 
come with joyfulness, carrying their sheaves (manipulos

5Gihr, p. 275•
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suos). ” This symbol of both the grief and toil of this 
life and the fruit of good works of the next was carried 
over in the idea of the maniple worn at Mass. When put
ting it on, the priest says, nMay I be worthy to bear 
the maniple of weeping and sorrow, that with exaltation 
I may receive the reward of labor.n In the context of 
the poem, Thompson lays particular emphasis on the reward 
and exaltation which comes as the reward of a good life 
in order to prove that death is a fairer thing (1. 4) 
than birth. Therefore Thompson says that the rainbow, 
which is itself a symbol of hope, makes out of the pass
ing shower, the sorrows of life, a maniple, the symbol 
of joy and final reward.

Thompson’s method of using liturgical imagery to
form a particular impression is again apparent in ’’The
Making of Viola.” There Thompson says

Weave, hands angelical,
WTeave a woof of flesh to pall-- 
Weave, hands angelical—

Flesh to pall our Viola. (11. 7-10)
In this context the word pall means ”to cover with a 
pall,” as the priest covers the chalice with a pall after 
the consecration of the wine at Mass. Since the pall 
actually covers the body of Christ after the consecra
tion, it is the covering for something precious and 
sacred. Therefore its use in the poem helps to suggest
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the sacredness and preciousness of the child.
The ’’Orient Ode,” which is probably the most

liturgical of all of Thompson’s works, pictures Christ
as the sun in a description that equates the function of
the sun and of Christ with that of the priest-victim of
the Mass. Just as the sun gives life to the earth, the
sacrifice of Christ gives supernatural life to human
beings. Thompson tells his readers this by addressing
the sun (Christ) in the following manner:

Thou, for the life of all that liveThe victim daily born and sacrificed; (11. 191-192).
The idea of Christ daily born and sacrificed brings to 
mind the repeated re-enactment of the sacrifice of Cal
vary which is known as the Mass.

Lines 156 to 156 of the "Orient Ode’’ have 
already been quoted in connection with the sacrament of 
the Holy Eucharist, but they can also be viewed as an 
image taken from the consecration of the Mass. The 
transubstantiation is clearly suggested when Thompson 
says:

To thine own shapeThou round’st the chrysolite of the grape,
Bind’st thy gold lightnings in his veins;

The words Bind’st thy gold lightnings in his veins sug
gests the mystery of that transubstantiation in which 
the accidental appearance of the wine remains the same
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while the substance changes to the body and blood of 
Christ.

Another poem rich in liturgical imagery is the 
nAssumpta Maria" in which much of the imagery is based 
on the Office of the Assumption. However, there are 
also images based on other liturgical ceremonies. One 
of these is taken directly from the Mass. In the pas
sage,

Risen ’twixt Anteros and Eros,
Blood and Water, Moon and Sun, (11. 61-62,)

three different ways of saying almost the same thing are
given. Anteros was a Greek god who avenged slighted
love, and Eros meant sexual love to the G r e e k s I n  the
poem, Anteros signified the love that Christ, as God,
had for us, and Eros signified the love that Christ, as
man, had for us. The Blood and Water as symbolic of
the union of Christ’s human and divine natures is taken
directly from the Mass. In fact, a knowledge of the
symbol used at Mass is almost essential for a complete
understanding of the poem’s passage. Most Catholics
would be familiar with this symbol because they would
have some knowledge of the symbol as it is used in the

^Francis Thompson, Poems of Francis Thompson, 
ed. Terence Connolly (New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., 
1932), p. 473. This is taken from thè notes of Connolly.
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sacrifice of the Mass when, immediately following the 
offertory, the priest adds water to the wine which is 
soon to become the blood of Christ, saying, "Grant that 
through the mystery of this water and wine, we may be 
made partakers of His divinity, who has deigned to be
come partaker of our humanity." The poet, in his tri
bute to Mary, is praising her because it was through 
her that the human and divine natures of Christ were 
joined. In both places the idea of the double nature 
of Christ is clearly expressed. The symbolism of the 
poem has been lifted intact from the Mass and placed in 
the context of the poem without damaging either the 
symbolism of the rite or the integrity of the poem.

Even more explicitly liturgical are lines 152
to 155 of the "Orient Ode" in which Thompson echoes
even the exact words as well as the symbolism used at
Mass. He says:

Lo, my suit pleads
That thou, Isaian coal of fire,Touch from yon altar my poor mouth’s desire 
And the relucent song take for thy sacred meeds.

This is clearly an adaptation of the prayer read by the
priest just before the gospel:

Cleanse my heart and my lips, 0 Almighty 
God, who didst cleanse the lips of the 
prophet Isaias with a burning coal: and 
vouchsafe, through thy gracious mercy
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so to purify me, that I may worthily 
proclaim Thy holy Gospel.

The external symbol of the burning coal which cleansed 
the lips of Isaias is identical in both instances. The 
meaning of both passages is likewise identical. Both 
express the desire of the man to be made worthy to under
take the enormous task which lies ahead. To more expli
citly employ a passage from the liturgy of the Church 
would be extremely difficult.

Thus we see that Thompson did employ the imagery 
and symbolism which he found in the Mass. In some pas
sages of his poetry he used no more than one word bor
rowed from the liturgy to express his meaning. In other 
places, he used that liturgy more extensively. However, 
after studying Thompson’s poetry it is obvious that the 
images taken from the Mass are included in more poems 
than are the images taken from any other liturgical
source



CHAPTER V

AN OVERALL VIEW

At the beginning of this paper it was noted 
that critics were generally agreed that Francis Thomp
son did use the liturgy of the Catholic Church as a 
source for some of the material found in his poems# In 
spite of this general agreement, critics differed sharp
ly over the extensiveness of Thompson^ use of liturgical 
elements, some seeing them as an incidental part, others 

x seeing them as an essential part of his poetry# After 
studying the poems carefully, it is easier to draw intel
ligent conclusions to account for this difference of 
opinion#

It is always easier to accept the opinion of the 
majority concerning any poem or book of poems than it is 
to spend many hours making a critical analysis of the 
work in order to evaluate that opinion. Because a large 
number of the critics who comment on Francis Thompsons 
work declare that his poems contain many liturgical 
references, many people are apt to take this fact for 
granted without attempting to examine Thompson^ work 
for themselves#

However, there are always cautious minds who are
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not willing to follow the thinking of the majority but 
must judge for themselves the sources of a work of art» 
And among these people, too, there la confusion as to 
the use which Thompson made of the liturgy. How is this 
fact to be accounted for? Most probably much of the 
confusion arises out of a hazy conception of just what 
liturgy is. In the first chapter of this paper liturgy 
was defined as all of the services, rites, ceremonies, 
prayers, and sacraments of the Church that could be 
found in the seven liturgical books, as well as the 
arrangement of these services into set forms. Thus, 
liturgy corresponds to the outward forma rather than 
to the doctrines of the Catholic Church, This distinc
tion between outward form and doctrine is the point 
over which most of the critics of Thompson, including 
the Catholic critics, stumble. With many of these 
critics, the word liturgy is equated with the word 
religion or with the Catholic attitude toward life.
When looking for liturgical references, one continually 
runs across scriptural references and pious comments.
To the person who had no clear idea of what liturgy 
actually is, these references might be deemed religious, 
therefore related to the Church, and therefore liturgical. 

Another reason for the confusion of ideas con
cerning Thompson^ use of the liturgy might arise from
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the fact that there are portions of Thompsons work 
which, while not specifically liturgical, would be unin
telligible if the reader was not familiar with the 
liturgy of the Catholic Church, The entire first stanza 
of the "Orient Ode® is a good example of this,

Lo, in the sanctuaried East,
Day, a dedicated priest
In all his robes pontifical 

exprest,Llfteth slowly, lifteth sweet
ly#Prom out its Orient tabernacle 
drawn,

Yon orbed sacrament confest
Which sprinkles benediction 

through the dawn;
And when the grave procession*s 

ceased,
The earth with due illustrious 

rite
Blessed,— ere the frail fingers 

featly
Of twilight, violet-oassooked 

acolyte,
His sacerdotal stoles unvest—
Sets, for high close of the 

mysterious feast,
The sun in august exposition 

meetly
Within the flaming monstrance

of the West,,(11, 1-16)
Of course the ceremony described here is Benediction, 
which is not a liturgical ceremony. But because it is 
necessary to have some knowledge of the liturgy of the 
Church in order to understand the significance of 
Benediction, there is some connection between the lines 
and the liturgy of the Church, Ross says that such
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ceremonies as Benediction helped to offset the loss of 
lay participation in the Mass by bringing the sacrament 
of the Holy Eucharist into the people's lives in other 
ways.1 If this were true, it would certainly be neces
sary to have some knowledge of the sacrament of Holy 
Eucharist in order to understand why a comparison be
tween that sacrament and the sun would be fitting. A 
person who was ignorant of even the shape of the host 
would be completely ignorant of even the external fit
ness of the image. Likewise a person should have some 
knowledge of the vestments of the priest and acolyte, 
the function of the priest and acolyte in liturgical 
ceremonies, and the arrangement of the sanctuary and 
the altar In order to interpret the stanza correctly. 
Certainly the average laymen would describe such passages 
as the one given above as highly liturgical.

However, such loose attributions will not answer 
the question of how extensive Thompson's use of the lit
urgy was when that term is confined within more strict 
limits. Even when these limits are observed, however, 
one still finds that Thompson did make use of the 11t-

"^Maleolm Mackenzie Ross, Poetry and Dogma The 
Transfiguration of Eucharistic Symbols In Seventeenth Century English poetry (New Brunswick. Hew Jersey; 
ftutgers University Press, 1954), p. 44.
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urgy# Probably the most completely liturgical poem 
which he wrote was the "Orient Ode." Almost the entire 
poem Is based on symbolism found In the liturgical rites 
of the Church# What Is perhaps even more Important, the 
theme and tone of the poem are also similar to the theme 
and tone of the services held on Holy Saturday# Another 
poem In which the theme and many of the Images are lit
urgical Is the "Assumpta Marla#" Thus we see that Thomp
son did use the liturgy extensively In at least two of 
his poems*

However, most of the liturgy which Thompson em
ployed was used In one or two certain passages of a poem 
rather than as the basis for an entire poem. In such 
poems as "A Corymbus for Autumn" and "Ad Castltatem," 
liturgical Imagery forms the basis for rather large 
segments or even a stanza of the poem# In other poems 
the Images based on the liturgy are found In some couplet 
or line of the poem as they are In the "Ode to the 
Setting Sun® or "The Mistress of Vision." In still 
other poems, the liturgy Is the Inspiration for a single 
word by means of which Thompson Is enabled to convey an 
Impression baaed on the connotation attaching to the 
word In Its liturgical setting. Some examples of this 
would be his use of the term maniple In the "Ode to the
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Setting Sun“ and hia use of the word pall in "The Making 
of Viola."

However, in studying Thompson’s use of the lit* 
urgy, one must not overlook the fact that Thompson wrote 
a great many poems in which he did not use the liturgy 
of the Church. Among these poems are some that are high
ly religious in nature, and care must be taken not to 
confuse the religious sentiments expressed with the use 
of the external ceremonies of that religion. It is easy, 
when searching for poems in which Thompson did use the 
liturgy of the Church to overlook those poems which do 
not contain such influences. But this oversight could 
easily warp the significance of any study of the exten
siveness of Thompson’s use of the liturgy, and so it 
must be carefully avoided.

In order to reach a fair decision as to the 
importance of Thompson’s use of the liturgy, it is 
necessary to know not only how extensively Thompson 
used the liturgy but also how vital the liturgy is to 
the poems in which it was used. Extensiveness and 
Importance are not necessarily the same thing, although 
it is true that Thompson’s use of the liturgy could not 
be called an Important facet of his work unless It was 
a fairly common one.
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Certainly In those poems which were based almost 
entirely on the liturgy, that liturgy was vitally im
portant to the poem. In this regard it is also well to 
note that one of those poems, the "Orient Ode," is quite 
generally valued as one of Thompson*s major works. There
fore Thompson*a application of the liturgy assumes an 
importance which it would not have if it had been used in 
a poem like "A Double Need" where the reader is inclined 
to agree with Thompson that his poetic powers have in
deed dried up.

The importance of the liturgy in those poems in 
which the liturgy inspires only scattered passages 
varies with the different poems. Certainly Thompson*s 
use of the censer image in "The Sere of the Leaf" is 
of greater poetic value than his use of the amice in 
Sister Song8. However, on the whole, those figures 
which are based on the ceremonies of the Catholic Church 
are among Thompson* s most effective images. The meaning 
or the connotation which was carried over into the poem 
from the service itself enabled Thompson to convey more 
exact meaning in fewer words and a more striking manner 
than he could have done otherwise. The length of the 
passage in the poem had no effect on the importance of 
the liturgical allusion. In some of Ihompson* s poems
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one word taken from the liturgy achieved the tone and 
meaning Thompson desired which he could not have achieved 
as successfully In any other manner« It can truthfully 
be said that the Importance of Thompson* a use of the lit
urgy over-reached the extensiveness of his use of the 
liturgy because of the excellence of most of those figures 
taken from the liturgy«

Most often Thompson followed a distinct pattern In 
the use of Church liturgy« One of the outstanding features 
of this pattern was Thompson*s correlation of the liturgy 
and nature« Yet one of Thompson*s most famous quotations 
Is the one In which he stated that he wished to be the

2poet not of the return to nature but of the return to God« 
In spite of that statement, the critic realizes that 
Thompson Is, In a sense, a real poet of nature« That the 
two are not antagonistic to each other has already been 
shown In the first chapter« Most probably the often 
quoted statement arose from Thompson*s desire that men 
should place the emphasis In the proper place« In Thomp
son* s masterpiece, “The Hound of Heaven,” he argues that 
nature without God cannot satisfy man«

Yet unlike many of his contemporaries, Thompson

Sieynell, Life, p.205.
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realized that man could recognize that the Creator was 
higher them his creatures without ignoring the beauties 
of those creatures» In a commentary on the Bible text, 
“Seek ye first the kingdom of Gtod, and His justice and 
all else will be added to you,“® Thompson remarks,
“Seek first, not seek only»** 4 Considering this state
ment, no critic should view Thompson as an ascetic who 
condemned the entire physical universe» Tet some critics 
have done this because they failed to make the distinc
tion between seek first and seek only» * However, a care
ful study of Thompsons poetry reveals innumerable 
images borrowed from nature, a fact that belies the 
theory that he was unconcerned with nature» Actually 
he understood that religion and the love of nature 
could and should support each other mutually»

One manifestation of this conviction was his 
attempt to show that the ritual of nature and the ritual 
of the Catholic Church were closely associated. The 
former paid homage to Ood through the pageantry of the 
seasons; the latter paid homage by its solemn offices»
In any of those poems In which the doctrine as well as

®8iatthew, VI: 33
4Franois Thompson, Poems of Francis Thompson, 

ed, by Connolly (New York: i.ppleton-Century Co., 1941), 
P 369.
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the liturgy of the Ghuroh was used, Thompson employed 
the nature imagery as symbolic of the liturgical action. 
The whole of the “Orient Ode** uses the symbol of the sun, 
a symbol taken from nature, to signify Christ as He is 
portrayed in the Holy Saturday services. Thus Thompson 
combined nature and liturgy in one image in a somewhat 
unique manner.

Of course the inspiration for the combination of 
the two was undoubtedly the practice of the Catholic 
Church itself, in which the events in nature often were 
“baptised“ and carried over in the actions of the 
services of the Church, The reason why the Church used 
these actions was that they were familiar to the common 
man and could have a definite slgnifloanee to him. In 
part this may also have been the reason why Thompson 
correlated the liturgy with nature, which the people of 
his age would be likely to understand and appreciate.

But the biggest reason why Thompson used nature 
imagery as symbolic of liturgical acts was that he had 
the insight to see that the events of nature were 
implicitly manifestations of divine beauty just as lit
urgical actions were avowedly the outward exemplifications 
of spiritual realities. Thus nature and the liturgy were 
analogous to each other because both could be considered 
as the concrete embodiments of spiritual concepts.
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Thompson was interested mainly in the spiritual 
concepts; liturgy was the means to an end— the better 
understanding and appreciation of those concepts. Of 
course, in any case the liturgy of the Catholic Church 
is bound up so intimately with the dogma of that Church 
that the two assume the relationship of form and mat
ter, and it is almost impossible to divorce the two, 
especially when the poem in which the liturgical image 
appears deals with the very dogma expressed in the lit
urgy, Therefore it most often happens that when Thomp
son is using the liturgy as the basis for his image, he 
is also commenting on the dogma which that liturgy re
presents, There are a few instances in which the con
nection between the liturgy and dogma is tenuous, but 
for the most part, the relationship is obvious.

Another characteristic which is revealed through 
a study of Thompson’s use of the liturgy is his pre
ference for certain ceremonies. Quite often he will use 
the same liturgical image in more than one poem. In 
fact, most of the images which Thompson employed were 
used more than once in different poems. The most 
obvious example of this is the censer image which plays 
a rather important part in three poems and is mentioned 
casually in a fourth.
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Even though the Ideas for some of Thompsons 
liturgical images were taken from other sources, Thomp
son did individualize those images» This is proved by 
the fact that his use of such Imagery reveals the de
finite individual characteristics which have just been 
discussed»

Thompson’s use of the liturgy undoubtedly was 
not as extensive as the many critics who comment upon 
it would make it appear» Nevertheless, Thompson did 
use a moderately large number of liturgical Images, 
often in some of his more important poems» What is 
even more Important, Thompson’s liturgical images were 
often his finest and most original figures» For this 
reason, the liturgical elements in the poetry of 
Francis Thompson do assume a position of importance 
out of proportion to their numbers in his poetry»
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